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| By Zheng Yelai, President of Huawei's IT Product Line

he Information Technology (IT) industry has experienced remarkable changes. To
adapt to the rapidly changing IT industry and guide our direction ahead, we need
to understand the fundamental reasons behind these changes.
IT refers to a technology dealing with information. The explosion of information today appears to be, by its nature, endless. Pressured by and sometimes
confused by the growing amount of information and increasingly diverse IT
products, people long for an effective but simple IT system.
In the past twenty years, the Communications Technology (CT) industry has progressed from
TDM to IP, from narrowband to broadband, from fixed wire to wireless, and from a cabinet
dealing with dozens of lines to a subrack dealing with millions of lines. Today, the emergence of
cloud computing in the IT industry is an inevitable trend. Pressed sometimes by the whole process,
we are delighted to find the right direction and understand the driving forces behind these changes.
A decade ago, Huawei embarked on the R&D journey to supplement its CT efforts with IT. With
the gradual convergence of IT and CT as well as the birth of cloud computing, IT has become an
integral element of Huawei's development strategy. Our carefully planned innovation centers and
centers of expertise worldwide testify to the continuous and tremendous R&D input from Huawei.
Today, thanks to the concerted efforts of tens of thousands of R&D employees, we are now
enhancing our innovative capacity and core competencies. In March, Huawei acquired Huawei
Symantec, further consolidating its products and solutions in the storage and security fields.
All of these input and integration efforts are designed to help the company adapt to changes in
IT technologies, streamline IT systems, support its own business transformations, and realize
sustainable development in the new era.
All of Huawei's extensive, worldwide experience with its own IT environment has taught us
much that is transferable to our leading role as an IT infrastructure and solutions provider. Our
expertise, combined with our research and development efforts have instilled in us the guiding
principles to enable our customers overcome the future challenges of the evolving IT world. At
Huawei, we believe that in the IT world of the future, networks will serve as the basis, computing
and storage as the center, security as the guarantee, and applications as the orientation for
providing our customers with a better way and better solutions. Our motto: "Make IT simple, make
business agile."▲
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Enterprise News and
Announcements in Q2 2012
industry. The solutions help customers improve
their productivity and increase their level of
information-based operation.
Huawei released its 2011 Annual
Report, which shows Huawei
sales revenue reached CNY203.9
billion, with CNY11.6 billion in
net profit. Huawei's enterprise
business enjoyed tremendous growth, with
CNY9.2 billion in sales revenue, up 57.1% in
2010.
2012

Apr 23

At the Cloud Africa Summit Awards Dinner, Huawei
received a "Best Cloud Platform for Africa" award
from Informa Telecom for
its GalaX Cloud Platform.
2012

Jun 15

Huawei opened a global
2012
training center in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, the first
time the company has set
up an ICT training center
outside China. Huawei is committed to establishing next-generation ICT training
camps around the world. Ten Malaysian universities signed contracts with
Huawei at the opening ceremony, which was witnessed by the Malaysian Prime Minister, Najib Razak, and dignitaries at all levels. The Malaysian government hopes that Huawei will create more job
opportunities in the ICT field and help
drive Malaysia to be a high-income earning country by 2020.

Jun 14

Agisson Network Technology Co., Ltd. held
its 2012 Channel Partner
Conference — themed "New
Wisdom, New Journey" —
in Beijing. Over 1,200 influential channel
partners came together to discuss industry
2012

Jun 3

trends and share experiences, and knowledge. During the conference, Agisson introduced its
long-term business strategy of product and solution integration, as well as the advantages of
Huawei Enterprise Business products, solutions, and the latest channel cooperation policies.
2012

May 30
2012

May 30

The Huawei S5700 switch series (eight models) received recognition for
high security from Underwriters Laboratories (UL). Huawei also received
the world's first communication equipment IEC62368 certification, affirming
that Huawei switches are highly secure.
Huawei announced that its rack server, the Tecal RH2288 V, set a new world
record with a 5088 score in the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation
(SPEC) benchmark tests (SPECpower_ssj2008). This score indicated that
Huawei's next-generation server is a leader in energy-saving technology and
fully reflects Huawei's strength in providing green energy-saving servers.

Huawei attended the 4th China Cloud Computing Conference (CCCC),
held by the Chinese Institute of Electronics in Beijing. At the conference,
Huawei explained its "cloud-pipe-device" strategy and displayed its latest
IT products, solutions, and applications in the cloud computing field.
Additionally, Huawei actively promoted the application of cloud computing
through open cooperation in Chinese industries.
2012

May 23-25

The Egypt Technical Assistance Center (TAC) under Huawei's Enterprise
2012
Business Group (BG) went live. During the first pilot stage, the center began
serving Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Ethiopia, Tunisia, South Africa, Nigeria, and Ghana
in areas across the Middle East, North Africa, Southeast Africa, and West Africa,
handling customer requests 24/7 in Arabic, English, and French. It provides remote
technical support and spare parts services for its partners five days a week, eight hours a day.
During the second pilot stage, which started on June 20, the Egypt TAC extended
its service scope to cover another nine countries, including Algeria, Morocco, Kenya,
Cameroon, Togo, United Arab Emirates, Iraq, Kuwait, and Pakistan.
On June 8, the Russia TAC went live, providing Russian language technical support and

May 20

spare parts services 24/7 for its enterprise users and partners.
Huawei introduced the CloudEngine series data center switches
at Interop 2012. These innovative switches provide customers with
a switching capacity as high as 48T in a single subrack, the largest
capacity in the industry. These products also showcase many features — such as high-density 100GE, 40GE, 10GE, and GE ports — and
an impressive range of network virtualization, computing, storage, and network
convergence functionality. These products are designed to fulfill enterprise data center requirements for sustainable development over the next decade.
2012

May 8

SYNNEX Corporation, a well-known provider specializing in IT
products and service supply chain solutions, announced the signing of an
important reseller agreement with Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Under
this agreement, CONVERGESolv (the security network department
of SYNNEX) will sell Huawei products to US enterprise customers
through various channel partners. These products include IP infrastructures, unified
communications and collaboration systems, and data center product portfolios.
2012

May 8

In Beijing, Huawei announced its official launch of Huawei Certified
Internetwork Expert (HCIE)-Enterprise, which is Huawei's highest
level technical certification of the Huawei certification system in the
routing and switching fields. HCIE-Enterprise was designed to meet the
need for a gold level certification and provide a new capability standard
amidst the convergence of the ICT industry. Technical experts who pass the HCIE have
proven themselves capable of leveraging cutting-edge enterprise networking methods
to help enterprises plan, build and optimise medium and large integrated network.
2012

May 3

2012

May 2

Huawei displayed its innovative "Digital Energy" solutions at
the 2012 Offshore Technology Conference. Huawei also introduced a series of advanced ICT solutions that are designed to provide
ICT services and technical support to customers in the oil and gas

Huawei Enterprise BG enjoyed a successful start at its
2012 India Enterprise Service
Expo in Mumbai (formerly
Bombay). At the Expo, Huawei
displayed its latest ICT technologies and
solutions, and released its strategic objective
of serving the Indian ICT market with targeted
offerings.
2012

Apr 18

Huawei Enterprise BG Brazil
Channel Partner Conference was
held, attracting more than 200
partners. Zhao Jinsong (Director
of the South America Enterprise
Business Dept) summarized the achievements
of enterprise business in 2011 and depicted the
future development of the business. He also
presented awards to partners for their excellent
sales performance in 2011.
2012

Apr 16

Huawei held the first Training
Partner Exchange Conference
and awards ceremony themed
"Boosting Industry Development
and Achieving Win-Win Situations." This conference is a step toward creating
a gold level ICT technical certification program
and establishing strategic cooperation with
training partners for talent cultivation.▲
2012

Mar 27
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Just in Time for the Cloud

I

| By Jinzy Zhu, Vice President, Huawei's IT Product Line

Zhu Jinzhi
Zhu Jinzhi (Jinzy Zhu)
is Vice President of
Huawei's IT Product
Line. She was also
the editor for Smarter
Cloud Computing
— a Platform for the
Internet-of-Things,
a best-selling book
published in 2011.
She holds a bachelor's
degree from the
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT)
and a MBA from
Oxford University.

Next-generation
ICT service
providers will
need to step up
to the challenges
of the "cloudpipe-device"
transformation.
Cloud will be
network based,
computing and
storage centered,
security
conscious, and
application
oriented.>>

n the last five years, cloud computing has become a hot topic and a global investment priority,
attracting the attention of both enterprises and individuals. Part of the impetus for the rise of the
Cloud is that the traditional access to information that we take for granted is consuming more
resources. The cost of modern urbanization, especially in developing countries such as China and
India, is that for every rural citizen that moves into an urban environment, it takes the society five
times as much "energy" to support that person's pursuit of a better life. Traditional resources — such
as infrastructure, communications and information technology — are quickly being exhausted to support this
rapidly expanding urbanization and the globalization of regional businesses. Cloud computing, which has
recently matured from a technology concept into commercial solutions, provides us with a new possibility for
producing energy: We can now create virtually infinite Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
resources. By injecting automation, optimization and elasticity into our current systems, we can create a new
generation of ICT service engines that can produce economical, green and ubiquitous IT resources to support
societal needs for "anytime, anywhere" access to information services.

We are now entering an era of information
explosion and the aforementioned need for
ubiquitous access, where people are faced with
growing numbers of things to manage, either in
their personal lives or at work. User behaviors
vary with increasing social mobility. For instance,
people now prefer to interact with each other via
microblogging, so they stay online at all times
through smartphones supported by 3G technology
or other wireless technologies. And communication
is increasingly centered around individuals, as
people make full use of every moment to relax,
learn, work, and communicate. Fragmentation,
instantaneity, and emotivity are becoming the
hallmarks of everyday life.
It is safe to say that the advancement of ICT
technology provides new possibilities for these
changes in user behavior, which in turn will
impact the development and provision of ICT
services. Next-generation ICT solution providers
must integrate Information Technology (IT)
services with Communications Technology (CT)
services and deploy high-speed networks and
mobile devices to meet the demand for ubiquitous
access. Also, ICT solution providers need to meet
enterprises' demand for real-time information
sharing through such services as instant messaging,
network conferencing, and IP telephony, ultimately
delivering full freedom to users through selfservice portals. Next-generation ICT service also
requires closer "Cloud-Pipe-Device" synergy, and
traditional service providers need to transform
themselves accordingly to adapt to this new trend.

The Integration of Cloud, Pipe and Device

In an age where changes are becoming
inevitable for service providers, three daunting
tasks are driving the pursuit of higher efficiency
and more agility. First, users are going to work
and live in clouds, including playing online
games, watching online videos, receiving distance
education, and using Office Automation (OA)
systems. Second, ubiquitous broadband access is
required to connect all of these users. Third, smart
devices are gaining ground, and service providers
are challenged to effectively integrate hundreds
of versions of smart devices with a myriad of
different applications.

● Larger-scale and higher-performance data
centers
A great challenge stands in the way of data center
development, namely, the requirement for more
massive scale and higher performance. So far, all
major industries have been leveraging IT to do
more. Traditional enterprise applications are oriented
towards internal business processes and internal
clients. The new model, however, pushes enterprise
IT systems to the center stage, where they interact
face-to-face with business users and provide ever
more real-time support. In other words, enterprise
IT systems have been, through the pervasive Web,
integrated with business systems, including Internet
and other enterprise services. In this way, enterprise
IT systems can carry heavier, unpredictable business
volumes and simultaneously process real-time data
flow, therefore becoming a core business asset to an
organization. All of these changes will accelerate the
transformation of data centers.
For a traditional data center, the data flow
occurs outside the center between servers and the
Internet egress. For a cloud computing data center,
however, 70 percent of data flow occurs inside the
center, whereas only 30 percent occurs between
the data centers and external equipment. Two
reasons account for the change in flow distribution.
On one hand, to seek more efficient management
in aspects such as monitoring and heat transfer,
customers have deployed new software, which
increases internal data flow. Also, services such
as data mining require more coordination and
communication between various resources inside an
organization.
Therefore, servers, storage devices, and networks
— the three cornerstones of data centers — must be
reconsidered together to achieve higher performance
in a data center. New massive computing loads
will force the widespread adoption of 40G/100G
networks in the next decade, accelerating the
convergence of Storage Area Networks (SANs) and
Internet Protocol (IP) networks, and stepping up
the large scale application of Service Support Data
(SSD).
● The explosive growth of smart devices
Smart devices are experiencing explosive growth.
A better communication bridge is being built
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place on the cloud. For instance, video applications
require a higher bandwidth yet have a fairly
acceptable latency, and voice applications consume
lower bandwidth but have much higher standards for
no-latency. A smart network can distinguish different
applications, process the specific data accordingly
according to perceived user requirements, and
prioritize data delivery for greater efficiency and
better resource utilization.

The Integrated Architecture of Clouds

In an age where changes
are becoming inevitable
for service providers,
three daunting tasks
stand out in the pursuit
of higher efficiency and
more agility. First, users
are going to work and
live in clouds, Second,
ubiquitous broadband
access is required, Third,
smart devices are gaining
ground.>>

among people and between people and devices so that information can be rapidly shared
and created. Different industries are also raising requirements for device development. By
2016, at least 50 percent of enterprise mail users will be dependent on browsers, tablets,
or mobile devices rather than desktop clients, in the so-called "Post-PC Age." Mail service
providers are, very likely, developing mobile clients for various devices, and mobile
device management platform service providers will embrace surging market opportunities.
The collaborative application service providers of instant messaging, network
conferencing, social networks, and share-point services will face higher pressure. After
that, communication among devices will become the major factor that drives information
volume growth as it is confined to neither population nor time.
● Bigger, smarter, and more network pipes
While transforming clouds and devices, we must consider the importance of networks.
An obstructed network will block effective information delivery, hampering the delivery
of cloud computing services. There are three trends in network transformation — namely,
more, smarter, and bigger pipes. Bigger pipes refer to the anticipated surging demand for
a sixty-fold bandwidth increase in the next five years. Carriers are therefore invested in
continuously expanding their networks.
What about more pipes? We already have Internet access via 3G and Wi-Fi, and we are
going to have more choices in the future, such as femtocells (family mini base stations)
and fiber broadband. We have witnessed the development of 3G from its inception to large
scale penetration. People are now talking of 5G technologies, which feature zero wait time,
ultra hotspot support, and large numbers of users online. Smarter pipes refer to applicationaware networks, which will identify the types of demand that applications are likely to

The ideal integrated architecture is tailored for
cloud computing and incorporates servers, storage
devices, and network equipment, thereby simplifying
IT infrastructure. They also solve a few problems
that arose when cloud computing was first put to
practical use. On one hand, high-value customers are
not yet available to cloud service providers (because
large enterprises favor a private rather than a public
cloud). On the other hand, a private cloud deployed
by enterprise customers is not fully utilized, because
its resources are designated only for internal sharing,
and such a cloud precludes external access and
across-the-border optimization. A hybrid cloud,
therefore, is a good way to address both problems.
Inter-operation between public and private clouds
can be enabled by leveraging the natural strengths
of these clouds. For instance, enterprise customers
can first build their private clouds for security and
better utilization, and then seek flexible scalability
and cloud Disaster Recovery (DR) through carriers'
public clouds, where they can be used to recover
from a local disaster and/or meet demands for
seasonal utilization.

Greater Abundance and Easier Use of Cloud
Resources

The key concept of cloud computing is that users
consider the resources on the "cloud" inexhaustible,
accessible at any time, and available on-demand
based on a pay-per-use model. Cloud computing
has turned computing and services into a basic daily
utility like water and electricity. Users can purchase
resources based on metered usage. Compared with
more basic daily utilities, virtualized computing
resources are much easier to expand. In contrast to

In the age of the Cloud, ICT
capabilities are no longer
sealed in physical boxes
but presented in the form of
services. Only by creating
inexhaustible resources
through technological
innovation can the
information industry
achieve remarkable
success in economies of
scale.>>

physical utilities, after users finish using computing
resources, they can release them back to the pool
for other users to access. From this perspective,
computing resources are infinitely more reusable
and more fully utilized.

Market Acceptance Will Determine Cloud's
Success or Failure

Users are now in a position to determine the
fate of the Cloud; their acceptance of it into their
daily habits and rituals will determine whether
this new technology will have a future. When
it comes to any new application, a user's needs
are actually quite simple: It must be easy to use,
reliable, secure, and interesting. Although these
requirements seem simple, ICT providers have
to build a complex and elastic infrastructure and
platform that can allow such types of applications,
because of the ever-changing lifestyles needs and
evolving business models. Savvy service providers
must respond quickly as their customers' demand
changes.
For the IT industry, this is a once-in-a-decade
opportunity for new start-ups. In the age of the
"cloud," ICT capabilities are no longer sealed
in physical boxes but presented in the form of
services. Only by creating inexhaustible resources
through technological innovation can the
information industry achieve success in the new
economy of cloud-scale computing. ▲
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Cloud vs. Office IT:
Infrastructure for SMBs

Hosting: Office vs.
the Cloud

| By Dr. John Waclawsky, Senior Systems Architect; Dr. George Vanecek, Senior Principal Architect, Center
for Innovations, Futurewei Technologies

John Waclawsky

George Vanecek

For many
SMBs, a viable
alternative to
the traditional
buy-manageand-maintain inhouse IT service
model is now
available. The
most logical
solution for
many SMBs is to
migrate entirely
to cloud-based
solutions.>>

SMBs: An Often Underserved — But
Important — Entrepreneurial Group

Delivering IT services to small and medium
businesses — enterprises of up to 500 employees —
is an enormously important endeavor. Huawei estimates that there are 150 million Small and Medium
Businesses (SMBs) worldwide, and their total IT
spending will easily exceed US$500 billion this year.
Until recently, SMBs have been largely ignored by
IT vendors, largely because a ten-person startup has
little in common with a US$100 million corporation.
Current IT is far too complex and costly for most
SMBs, both in terms of staff and equipment. Only 8
percent of all SMBs — roughly 10 million — use IT in
a meaningful way.

Cloud Infrastructure Accelerating Positive
Change for SMBs

Enormous technological change is driving
social and business collaboration in new technology usage patterns that are centered on mobility
and fundamental human wants and needs. Wider bandwidths in wire and cable media have tremendously amplified the capacity of core and peripheral networks. The trend toward accelerating
wireless speeds (4G and 802.11n) also shows no
sign of slowing down, which only adds to the fray.
Connectivity needs have exploded. The Internet can
be accessed almost anywhere via various mobile
technologies such as WiMAX, 3G, NFC, UWB, LTE,
Bluetooth, and various flavors of 802.11.
As the price per bit for communications plummets,
speeds increase, connectivity expands, and remote
infrastructure is now viable without a significant drop
in network performance. Smart mobile devices can
effectively create a personal WAN with enterprisecaliber access to applications. This powerful combination of mobility and connectivity will inevitably
push IT hardware infrastructure into the Cloud.

Cloud-based Delivery Meets SMB Needs

Cloud-based delivery solves many problems that
SMBs routinely face. For example, most SMBs
are staffed by IT novices who typically have many
responsibilities within their organizations. However,
as long as SMBs are purchasing products to be
installed and maintained in-house, they cannot
eliminate up-front hardware investments or the costs
of labor-intensive configuration of multi-purpose
devices and service delivery.
And of course, when SMBs choose to buy and
service their own office solutions, the owners can
rarely count on assistance from their vendors. SMB
owners have to pay to acquire equipment and recruit

people to install, configure, manage and
operate the hardware and embedded
software involved for generating IT
services, a major resource drain away from
the firm's focus and core competencies.
The most logical solution for many
SMBs is to migrate entirely to cloud-based
solutions. In addition to solving the host
of problems just described, businesses
that adopt VoIP delivered from the cloud
— rather than through traditional means —
eliminate the need for large initial voice
service expenditures and get greater
flexibility and scalability in return.

The Cloud can
provide the same
IT business
experience as a
fully-managed local
IT service and is a
far better alternative
to owning and
managing onpremise IT
infrastructure.>>

Still, many SMB
owners and managers are
reluctant to embrace the
cloud model. The reasons
are often psychological:
Such a change requires a
choice between satisfying
the instinctive need to
reach out and touch vital hardware, or
letting go and using hosted apps and laptop
computers.
But comfort considerations aside, the
decision is really about where to host
your critical business applications, while
satisfying concerns about availability,
security, interoperability, data portability,
and costs. Internet access is becoming truly
constant, faster, ubiquitous, more reliable;
always-on connections are becoming the
norm. The substantial savings realized by
using hosted applications is also the reason why SMBs should choose the cloud.
Because business services can now be
effectively offered over the Internet and are
often accessed through web browsers, they
rarely conflict with a company's existing
business technology. The primary benefits
of cloud-based infrastructure are reduced
costs, almost instant deployment, simplified
maintenance, and reduced administration.
And of course, for seasonal businesses or
those with flexible staffing needs, cloudbased processing and on-demand storage
are all the more viable and valuable.

Security: Office vs. the Cloud

Maintaining security involves solving
a large, expensive, and difficult set of problems. Most SMBs cannot possibly hope
to match the skills of a professional, cloudbased security solution managed by a large
number of experts that focus full-time on
security and deploy the latest measures.

And even if they could,
cloud-based technology
is rapidly evolving.
Providers are making
substantial investments
in security technologies,
skills, certifications, and
auditing techniques.
A multi-tenant cloud
architecture allows
the smallest of SMBs to enjoy the same
level of security as those with the highest
security resources, putting them on a level
playing field with their larger competitors.

Why Choose the Cloud?

Cloud-based services leave businesses
free to focus on their core operations. Only
the most tech-savvy SMBs can afford to
stick with in-house hardware, since a viable
alternative to the traditional buy-manageand-maintain in-house IT service model is
now available. Cloud-based services reduce
IT service costs by 30 to 50 percent, while
lowering the employee learning curve and
minimizing equipment investments. Many
providers already offer more than 99%
availability, and services can be bought or
discontinued with minimum hassle. Cloud
computing is also future-proof, because
it is up to the ASP or service provider to
keep infrastructure up-to-date and disaster-resistant. Plus, due to geographical
distribution and diversity, a provider's
equipment is more likely to withstand a
natural disaster than a single SMB location.
It is a waste for small companies to use
scarce capital to fund IT infrastructure,
associated in-house hardware and software,
and expensive client-server applications.
The cloud can deliver the latest business
services conveniently, securely, and inexpensively, while going a long way to help
SMBs level the playing field with their
bigger competitors. ▲
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Huawei's Impact at
Interop 2012, Las Vegas

O

rganized by UBM TechWeb, Interop is a premier networking
venue that provides comprehensive and unbiased
understanding of business technology. The event showcases
the latest innovations in cloud computing, virtualization,
security, mobility, and data center solutions.

13

Products Showcased

● IP — Branch, Campus, Data Center,
Backbone
● Security — E200E-X1, E1000E-X,
SVN2250, NIP2200, and ASG2200
● IT — 60G SSD, Dorado products,
SX900 unified storage, N8000 cluster NAS
● UC&C — Full-view Telepresence
● Service — Portfolio of services covering the full lifecycle
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New Product Announcements
and Demonstrations

● Switch Innovation:
CloudEngine
The CloudEngine series switches
that premiered at Interop provide the industry's largest singleframe switching capacity — up to
48T — and support high-density
switching of 100GE, 40GE, 10GE
and GE interfaces. They also offer
virtualization, storage and network
convergence, for the sustainable
development of enterprise data
centers over the next decade.

● The Industry's first full-view Telepresence System
One of the coolest demonstrations at the Huawei booth was the large three-screen
telepresence demo. It captured the audience's attention with its clear and fast technology. It offers the smallest generally available screen gap (5.5mm) for stunning
full-picture image display, providing users with a realistic, immersive experience. New
innovations also make bandwidth, power and space consumption significantly lower
than the industry average, cutting down the total cost of ownership (TCO) by up to 30
percent.

15
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Huawei: Three Best-in-Class Awards

Huawei continues to stay ahead of its competition with award-winning products
and technologies. Miercom, a highly respected engineering organization that performs
testing and certification, honored Huawei with the following prestigious best-in-class
awards:
● Feature Rich: AR3260 Access Router demonstrates advanced capabilities.
● Power Conserving: The S5700-LI Enterprise Switch boasts exceptional energy
savings.
● Secure: The S2700-EI switch offers best-in-class security.

S5700-LI Enterprise Switch

Huawei on Track to Enter US Enterprise Market

Huawei Technologies has signed a U.S distribution agreement with SYNNEX Corporation (NYSE: SNX), a leading distributor of IT products and services. With this
agreement, SYNNEX' CONVERGESolv Secure Networking division will work through
resellers to bring Huawei's extensive portfolio of IP network infrastructure, unified
communications and collaboration and data center products to enterprise customers
across the United States.

AR3260 Access Router
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An Interview with Glenn Evans, Lead Architect at Interop

InteropNet Powered by Huawei

A major cornerstone of the Interop event, InteropNet is built in collaboration with handpicked, innovative vendors who work together to
create a cutting edge, interoperable network. InteropNet provides a reliable,
high-speed network that serves not only the exhibitors, conference rooms
and attendees at the event, but also offers a unique educational and handson program to showcase the industry's latest innovations and solutions.
InteropNet consists of a NOC (Network Operation Center) core network, an
access network and three co-located data center facilities.
Huawei was selected as the vendor to deliver critical sections of InteropNet 2012 in Las Vegas, including the NOC core network, the show floor
access network and one of the collocation facilities in Sunnyvale, California.
Huawei delivered a fully redundant, reliable, scalable, secure, energysaving non-blocking 10G enterprise network solution for InteropNet.

Huawei Delivered on its Promise
A smooth setup
combined with a
successful delivery
of uninterruptable,
high speed network
connectivity for Interop,
Huawei proved its
excellence in providing
mission critical network
solutions.

Huawei: We're sitting here a couple
hours from teardown – talk to me
briefly about what your goals were from
InteropNET, from a user experience,
security and new technology deployment perspective, and do you think you
achieved your goals?
Glenn: The basic goals of InteropNET
are to provide a reliable, secure, high performance network for the attendees and
exhibitors. I think in 2012, we certainly
achieved that goal. We were up and
operating with zero downtime, during the
time of the event. There were no major
service-affecting outages that the users
were subject to. From a performance
perspective, our core we're looking at
about 120 gig in the core, and our upstream
connections were rock solid. And… we
haven't had any complaints, which is one
of the best things we could have.
Access Layer
S5700 switches at each pedestal (PED) and connected
through a 20 Gbps LAG uplink
to the aggregation layer.

Aggregation Layer
S9306 switches, connected
to the core layer through three
80 Gbps LAGs (Link Aggregations Groups).

Core Layer
Redundant S9306 switches with 2 Tbps switching capacity.

Huawei: What about security? Were
there any attempted attacks on the
network and were you able to successfully deflect them?
Glenn: Yes, we do notice attacks
on the network and we were able to

successfully deflect them and minimize
the impact of them.

Huawei: What would you say were
Huawei's main contributions to running
the InteropNET from a people and resources perspective?
Glenn: Huawei applied a number
of highly resourceful and experienced
engineering people against the project.
And they came together as part of the
team working with our volunteers and
made it happen. I think the big thing that
they brought to the table was the need
for process and the need for a detailed
orientation that we never had in the
past. We've been doing this for a while
and I suppose we got, let's say lax and
fair approach to the network in how we
designed and operated it. Huawei made
us think, "hey, yes" we need to add some
more process to this. We need to really
figure out what we're doing in each of these specific areas and design accordingly.
Huawei: Equipment-wise, maybe
a few standout thoughts in the equipment that we ended up providing –

performance-wise or otherwise.
Glenn: The biggest thing is that it met the
performance requirements that we set and it
didn't fail, and that's all we can really ask of our
network here.

Huawei: And we've had over 13,000 attendees,
many of them obviously hitting on InteropNET –
email access; access of various types.
Glenn: Yes, correct. Access out to the web,
DNS queries, DHCP queries. You must remember
that those 13,000 people – most of them have 2
devices. So we're increasing our numbers there,
and because we dual Stack the network with
IPv6 and IPv4 as well, we are increasing the load
on the network, the underlying memory on the
switches, all come into play.
Huawei: Your best memory overall: you went
to Brisbane for the hot stage; you're here; just
some standout thoughts of some of the best things
that occurred and the things that you came
through on that you were hoping to prove with
this InteropNET.
Glenn: The key takeaway with this one has
been that it was actually a really smooth install.
Normally, we have all sorts of issues – this time
around, very few. It's a lot smoother than what we
have had in the past. It's always sort of a project.
It's a lot of energy, a lot of effort. It's a lot of both
emotional and intellectual property that goes
into it. It's always good to see it succeed. It's also
good to get out of town as well! Yeah, we're here
for a long time, it's been a long project, and it's
always good to see the end of it.
Huawei: Would you invite Huawei back to
InteropNET, next time around, to help run the
network?
Glenn: Absolutely, I'd have to say yes. If
they're willing to participate … yeah. Without a
doubt.▲
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Ecosystem Research Collaboration:
Open for Innovation

B

| By Deborah Stokes, Director, Strategy, Business Development and External Research, eGCC, Enterprise
Business Group

Deborah Stokes

Huawei has
invested in
more than 100
cooperative
technology
innovation
projects with
65 major
universities
and research
institutions,
These
investments
provide the
industry with
access to
fundamental
research in
emerging
technologies and
solutions.>>

ecause ICT convergence is opening more opportunities than any one company can pursue
alone, Huawei's Enterprise Business and its network of external research partners are
working to bring into their collaborations an increasingly expansive notion of innovation
— one that involves greater active engagement from all parties, the creation of new ways to
blend ideas and perspectives, and a shared commitment to identify opportunities to rapidly
commercialize joint research.

Academic Collaboration

Huawei is actively redefining the notion of collaboration, understanding that universities represent
a vital component of the industry ecosystem and can
play a key role in identifying, creating, and delivering
new innovations that lead to commercialization

opportunities.
Huawei has invested in more than 100 cooperative
technology innovation projects with 65 major universities and research institutions in North America
alone. Ranging from internationally renowned
institutions such as MIT and Stanford to great

state universities like the University of Texas
and North Carolina State University, these
investments provide the industry with access to
fundamental research in emerging technologies
and solutions.
Industry also gets the best ideas from leading
technology futurists, senior researchers, and
post graduates, and their thinking helps Huawei
to invent the products and services that will
serve as the basis for tomorrow's technological
infrastructure.
Universities also benefit from our closer
ties. Our support and collaboration help universities to maintain relevance in a fast-changing environment, and to better formulate
and adjust their research goals to help solve
pressing problems and create tomorrow's new
opportunities.
Closer relationships also help universities
pursue intriguing new problem domains and
gain access to the brainpower of industryleading subject matter experts and technologists.
Greater collaboration also ensures that their
academic contributions are meaningful and
effect change by being more exposed to the
trends of the industry, and also to take advantage
of the potential for funding from multiple
sources. These collaborations also help students
graduating from their institutions to be superbly
prepared to work in their fields of choice.
For industry, tighter relationships provide
greater access to intellectual capital, as well
as exposure to fresh perspectives and alternate
futures that have not been steeped in established process — a great plan to fuel the next "killer
innovation." By using existing lab environments and expertise, companies also benefit from
access to social and technical networks, the
ability to achieve a better balance between their
short-term deliverables and long-term direction,
and the chance to pursue new avenues of research far more cost-effectively than mounting
large internal programs.
Huawei will continue to expand its interactions with external researchers in several
ways, including establishing new joint projects
that continue past the advanced research stage

For industry, tighter relationships provide greater
access to intellectual capital, as well as exposure to
fresh perspectives and alternate futures that have not
been steeped in established process — a great plan to
fuel the next "killer innovation".>>

and ultimately produce commercial offerings. It
has brought in external research experts to work
hand-in-hand with its own researchers in our
research labs, while also establishing on-campus
joint innovation labs.

Broadening the Ecosystem

Finally, Huawei's participation in research
and standards communities has encouraged both
the academics and its own R&D personnel to
participate in events and conferences, share their
directions and efforts, and publish their research
results in both academic and industry circles.
For example, Huawei hosted the 20th Annual
IEEE Hot Interconnects Symposium at its R&D
campus in Santa Clara, California in August 2012.
At this event, university and industry experts alike
shared the stage as they discussed new innovations
and standards that help to solve current problems
and illuminate new paths forward. And that is the
very essence of technological progress.▲
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B

y developing methods to analyze and represent networks
— such as the networks connecting countries to the products they export, or historical characters to their peers
— Macro Connections research aims to help improve our
understanding of the world by putting together the pieces
that our scientific disciplines have helped to pull apart.

Cesar A. Hidalgo
Dr. Cesar A. Hidalgo,
assistant professor
at the MIT Media
Lab and faculty
associate at Harvard's
University Center
for International
Development.

In order to
discover all the
potential values
of big data, it is
important to find
ways for sharing
and collaborating
with others,
including the
users who
generated the
data, since it is
very unlikely that
all the potential
applications
of Big Data
are going to
be figured out
behind closed
doors.>>

— An interview with Dr. Cesar A. Hidalgo

ICT Insights: People may have different definitions for Big Data. How
would you define Big Data? What does Big Data mean?
Cesar A. Hidalgo: Actually, I have a very precise definition of Big Data.
My definition of Big Data is that it actually has to be big in three different
ways. This criterion helps, because a lot of people actually are confused
between Big Data and lots of data, which are not the same thing.
Size: The first dimension is that data has to be big in size. And by size I
mean, well you need to have data, for example, if it will be about people,
there will have to be about millions or tens of millions of people, not about
a few thousand or a few hundred people. Data has to be big in size and
that's kind of like the simplest criteria.
Resolution: The second criterion is that the data has to be big in resolution. So, maybe you have data of millions of people, but if that data is
extremely aggregate, then it is not useful. It's aggregate for instance, if you
know how much they spend over an entire year, but no other detail. Well,
that data probably is not going to be very insightful.
And by resolution I mean space resolution, template resolution, and
typological resolution. So, you know what a person bought, and when
and where. And when you know "where", you would mean that you know
within which city block, or at a minimum the city and zip code, not just
what country. And when you know "when", it would be, maybe the hour of
the day and not just the month.
Scope: And the third dimension is that data has to be big on scope,
and that's the hardest to get. So, big on scope means that this is data that
actually can be used to learn about a system other than the one in which
the data was collected, or other than the purpose for which the data was
collected.
So, that's kind of the hardest characteristic for data sets to have because
there's a lot of data that is big in size. There's a lots of data that is big in
resolution, but there's not so much data out there that is big on scope.
So let me give you an example of data that would be big on scope. In
recent years, I have been working a lot with custom data about different
countries.
This data was collected to provide statistics on countries. But we have
used this data to be able to understand the level of economic development
and to be able to predict future economic growth. So we're using the data
for something that is very different than for what it was collected originally,
and that would imply that the data is big on scope, because you can have
other uses.
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Cesar A. Hidalgo:
Many people just
repeat the phrase of
Big Data but they're
not thinking about its
definition. Big Data
actually has to be big
in three different ways
— size, resolution,
and scope. These
criteria will help us to
know the differences
between Big Data and
lots of data.>>

Cesar A.
Hidalgo: We
interpret
the data as
networks and by
interpreting that
as networks,
we're able to
define a large
number of
variables that
allows us to
make all of these
different types of
predictions.>>
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ICT Insights: This is the first time I have heard Big
Data being described this way. It's very interesting.
Cesar A. Hidalgo: You know, a lot of people,
I would say just repeat the phrase but they're not
thinking about its definition. And I think you can
point them to our definition.
ICT Insights: Dr. Hidalgo, you have been working on using Big Data to predict cultural, economical
and political changes in countries. What kind of
technologies and processes do you use to collect and
analyze the data?
Cesar A. Hidalgo: The technologies we use are not
very interesting because we don't have commercial
grade applications that use Big Data. But more
interesting is the techniques and processes that we
use. We look at data by trying to interpret them as
networks.
ICT Insights: Can you explain the networks that
you're talking about? Are these social networks?
Cesar A. Hidalgo: No, the networks that connect
countries to the products they make. So one of those
would be a country, and another would be their
product. And then a link in the network would be,
Ecuador exports bananas.
ICT Insights: How do you collect this information?
Cesar A. Hidalgo: This information is available
at the UN. This data has always been available but
nobody has ever interpreted or looked at it in this
way. So then basically what we have done is we've
taken this data and extracted meaning from it. So we
interpret this data as networks and by interpreting that
as networks, we're able to define a large number of
variables that allows us to make all of these different
types of predictions.
For example, I can take the network that connects
countries to products.
If many countries export bananas and also
mangoes, then bananas and mangoes are going to
be very similar. So for those countries that export
bananas, but not motorcycles, that tells me that
bananas and motorcycles are different. And then I can
look at the mix of products that a country makes and
I can see which products are close to them and which
products are far from them.

By the same token, I can look at the network of
countries and countries, and I can connect countries
that tend to export the same products. For example,
Turkey and Brazil export a lot of the same products.
But if Brazil is exporting something that Turkey is
not exporting, then I'm going to make a guess that
Turkey is going to jump to that product because they
have a related set of capabilities. By interpreting data
as networks, it becomes much more easy to develop
theories about the economic structure and develop
more precise predictions.

ICT Insights: What other types of data do you look
at? And how do you collect them?
Cesar A. Hidalgo: Recently, we have been looking
at the exports of culture. Cultural industries can be
movies, film, criminals, politicians, artists, etc.
ICT Insights: How do you collect cultural data?
Cesar A. Hidalgo: Actually, this data is available through the Web. All of the data is in one way
or another on the Web. Most of it is pulled from
Wikipedia. Traditionally, cultural data was expressed
in paintings or writings. But nowadays, culture gets
expressed on the Web because that is the main media
of our time.
So what we have been doing is looking at the expression of culture on the Web, and we've created
a very precise definition of it, because as you remember, I like precise definitions.
So we went to the Wikipedia and downloaded
every biography. We have the city of origin and we
created a specification in which we assign every
person to an occupation. And then we get to see
which language groups in the Wikipedia have a page
about that person.
So if for example Michael Jordan has a Wikipedia
page in French, it is because he was an export from
the United States to France in the category of sport.
ICT Insights: So are there any other types of data
that you can think of that would be useful, but isn't
available yet?
Cesar A. Hidalgo: Yes, for example, people
speak different languages. So if you speak English,
German and Farsi, then you can think of yourself as
a link between those language groups. So something

Cesar A. Hidalgo: The biggest
problem is not the collection
of data, but it is more the
sharing of data. How to design
and create the structures in
which data can be shared
in ways that will protect the
privacy of individuals, but
at the same time allow us to
extract value out of that data
hopefully for the common
good?>>

that you learned from someone in Farsi you can then take it to German and to English and
vice versa.
But you cannot take something that you learned in Farsi and share it with someone that
speaks Chinese if that person doesn't speak any of the languages that you speak. Okay?
So in some sense you are kind of a network, and the spread of culture must be
constrained by this network. So in this case, we have been creating the network of
languages that are spoken by a person.
And what we do here is something that is very interesting when it comes to gaining
knowledge from Big Data. Many times we take a lot of data and use all of that data to
create very little data sets.
For example, we have taken one billion tweets, which is a lot of tweets, and we see if a
person tweets in English and German or other languages.
And based on how many people are tweeting in multiple languages, we find that after
we created the network, we are able then to see the spreading of cultural phenomena. The
spread of cultural phenomena tends to follow links in these networks.
We see that many people actually only became famous only one or two years ago, which
happened during the age of the Web. In this case, what we have is that, the order in which
language groups start having Wikipedia pages about them tends to be correlated with the
structure of the language group level. So that is what we find.
Now all of this is still work in progress, but I assume that it is okay to talk about these
types of things here.

ICT Insights: What are the biggest challenges you see?
Cesar A. Hidalgo: Our biggest problem now is not the collection of data, but it is more
the sharing of data.
So the question is, "How are we going to design and create the structures in which data
is going to be able to be shared in ways that will protect the privacy of individuals, but at
the same time allow us to extract value out of that data hopefully for the common good?"
For example, a mobile phone company has a lot of data on the mobile record of people
that can be valuable. They created an infrastructure that allowed them to collect the data.
But the data also was the collection of the users. So the users participated in the generation
of this data and in the creation of this data.
So, who really owns the data? Maybe the data is owned by the users. Then, the user
would be allowed to deposit that data with a service provider, who in turn would pay the
user interest for that data.
Of course, this is something that obviously is very hard to put into place, but I could
see the future going in that direction. Imagine what Facebook would be without its users
or what user would be without this community or what Wikipedia would be without the
Wikipedia. And that is something that I would say is important and gives us something
good to think about.▲
Cesar A. Hidalgo is the head of the Macro Connections group at the MIT
Media Lab, where he is the Asahi Broadcast Corporation Career Development
Professor. Cesar is also a faculty associate at Harvard's University Center for
International Development. He holds a PhD in Physics from the University of
Notre Dame and a Bachelor in Physics from the Pontificia Universidad Catolica
de Chile. For more information, please visit his website at www.chidalgo.com.
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Make IT Simple, Make Business Agile
| By Zheng Yelai, President of Huawei's IT Product Line

Zheng Yelai
Mr. Zheng graduated
with a Master's degree
from Northwestern
Polytechnical
University in 1999.
He joined Huawei that
same year and has
served as the Product
Manager of the
Wireless Product Line,
OM SPDT Director of
the Wireless Product
Line, President of
the Wireless OSS &
Service Product Line,
and President of the IT
Product Line.

With the
continued
convergence
of IT and CT,
enterprises
are constantly
changing their
requirements
for ICT systems.
As a result, the
concept of "Make
IT Simple, Make
Business Agile"
has become a
common theme
for enterprises in
the Information
Age.>>

M

ore than 2,500 years ago, the great philosopher Lau-Tzu wrote, "The great truth always
turns out to be simple, and the great form always finds itself no shape." I recently read
Lau-Tzu's book Tao Te Ching , and while marveling at his wisdom, I realized that the
essence of change in the IT industry also lies in the concept of simplification. Already,
experts have observed that enterprises that have implemented "Make IT Simple, Make
Business Agile" are set to prosper in the coming decades, while those that fail to do
so imperil their own prospects. But often less well appreciated is that the same dynamics operate when it comes
to national development; those that embrace streamlined, intelligent IT will improve their economic and social
development, while those that don't, risk getting left behind in an increasingly digitized era.

The Digital Agenda for Europe

Consider that the ten-year goal of the Digital Agenda for
Europe is to achieve economic transformation and sustainable
social development, despite the recent economic crisis that has
wiped out years of economic and social progress and exposed
structural weaknesses in Europe's economy. As written in the
Agenda, "Europe's primary goal today must be to get Europe back
on track…For smart, sustainable, and inclusive growth we have
three options: work harder, work longer, or work smarter. We will
probably have to do all three, but the third option is the only way to
guarantee increasing standards of living for Europeans."
To most observers — and to the Agenda's authors and signatories — it is clear that part of "working smarter" involves better
ICT to help maximize the impact of scarce resources. In a sense,

Europe is literally banking on the social and
economic potential of ICT to help bring about
a long-term transformation and sustainable
development for the digital society.
But sustainable social and economic
development is not just a European worry; it is a global concern, and when people talk about this common topic, they
inevitably mention ICT. And Huawei has
long leveraged its strengths in the CT field
to begin bridging the digital divide. These
efforts have already had tremendous effects
worldwide; Huawei has already used
broadband and mobile communications

technologies to serve more than a third of the world's population.
Cognizant of the importance of IT in building enterprises and
national economies alike, Huawei started investing in IT research
to support the CT field more than ten years ago. Our investments
and integration are aimed at helping enterprises stay abreast of IT
technological changes and simplify their IT systems to adapt to their
own business transformations and achieve sustainable development
in this new climate.

but highly-efficient storage system.
Understandably, business decision makers hope that their
storage systems can be used to 100 percent capacity. Yet,
according to statistics, when the average utilization rate reaches
20 percent, the performance of the storage system cannot be
improved using traditional approaches.
But that didn't stop Huawei engineers from looking for
new ways to improve the efficiency
of enterprise storage systems. At the
beginning of 2012, after years of
Enterprise, Government, and Internet
Huawei's investments and
analysis and tests, the company unveiled
Company Success Stories
integration are aimed at
The application of Huawei's IT solutions
an innovative, dynamic, tiered storage
helping enterprises stay
has also been a success in the enterprises.
solution called SmartMotion. This new
abreast of IT technological
Consider Huawei's own IT system. Huawei
storage solution can help enterprises
changes and simplify their
has migrated all R&D data for its core assets
easily deploy and adjust their storage
IT systems to adapt to their
to its own cloud data center, which greatly
systems online, while keeping the
own business transformations
facilitates operations for R&D staff working
adjustments transparent to applications
and achieve sustainable
in scattered locations.
at the upper layer. With SmartMotion,
development in this new
Huawei's cloud computing products
enterprises can deploy, move, and
climate.>>
have also been successfully applied to
intelligently adjust applications without
governments. In 2011, Fujian Province
shutting them down. It can change
entrusted Huawei to construct the Fujian
deployment information automatically
Haixi Government Cloud. This cloud not only provide various
based on preset strategies and provide storage capacities that
information services for enterprises from both the Chinese mainland
can automatically adapt to different types of businesses during
and Taiwan, but also integrates more than 1,000 functional
different time periods, reducing storage costs and improving
departments and institutions to form a highly-efficient citizen
access efficiency, which are the two key aspects for measuring
service center called the "12345" Service Center. The center has
whether the storage system adequately supports an enterprise's
greatly improved the government's service efficiency and quality
businesses.
by responding to the needs of citizens. Today, almost everyone in
Using advanced and innovative technologies, Huawei is able
Fuzhou is familiar with the hotline number "12345", through which
to provide a simple but highly efficient storage system, which
they can easily seek help from the government.
stores not only structured data, but also unstructured data, such
Cloud computing not only facilitates governments and enterprises,
as audio, video, emails, texts, and social media. And in coming
but also Internet companies. One example is the world's second
years, Huawei is dedicated to investing more in Big Data and
largest search engine. To deal with a large number of concurrent visits,
cloud storage technologies to provide increasingly innovative
the company chose Huawei's optimized Web access server. Another
products and solutions.
example is the world's largest instant message service provider,
With the continued convergence of IT and CT, enterprises are
which is also China's largest Internet community. This provider chose
constantly changing their requirements for ICT systems. As a
Huawei's high-density computing cluster to support its computing
result, the concept of "Make IT Simple, Make Business Agile"
needs of hundreds of millions of users every day.
has become a common theme for enterprises in the Information
Age. Today, with extensive experience in the CT field, ten years
of R&D in the IT field, and the acquisition of Huawei Symantec,
More Efficient Data Flow
The heart of enterprise IT is the data center. There's a good
Huawei is still just beginning its work in the IT field. Faced with
reason that it's called a "data" center: All enterprise IT systems are
a quickly-changing industry, Huawei hopes to work together
designed for the purpose of data storage and flow, which means
with its business partners to create even more value for our
that enterprise IT production efficiency is greatly influenced by its
common customers around the world. We hope that by helping
storage system. But in recent years, the functions of storage systems
our customers simplify their own IT, we can help to ring in a
have diversified, and what enterprises really need today is a simple
new era of prosperity for all.▲
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Innovative Architectures For
Cloud Data Centers
| By He Hua, Chief Architect of Data Center Solutions from Huawei's IT Product Line

He Hua

Cloud computing
has ushered in a
new era for data
centers. Huawei
offers efficient,
flexible, and
innovative cloud
data centers
and delivers
extensive project
management
capabilities and
services across
the globe. With
a foundation
of rich knowhow and a
wide range of
offerings, Huawei
is poised to
provide flexible,
customizable
data center
solutions that
use cloud
technology
to enhance
enterprise
success.>>

T

he world is becoming increasingly intelligent, interconnected, and instrumented. People are
changing the way they think and work in an effort to quickly adapt to new environments. And
with each new social or business change, the demands on data centers increase. Fortunately, cloud
technology offers a way to cope with these escalating needs.

Consider, for example, the automatic teller
machine (ATM) revolution of the 1980s. It all but
did away with the phrase "banker's hours," allowing
customers to deposit and withdraw money from
ATMs 24/7 instead of using traditional manual
banking services. But the skyrocketing demand for
round-the-clock processing put pressure on data
center managers to accelerate their operations, doing
away with the idea that everything could stop at 5:00
p.m. for dedicated overnight processing that slowed
or stopped everything else on the network.
The Internet has also changed the ways people
interact with each other, as well as how they do
everything in daily life, including shopping and
socializing, placing even heavier loads on the

data centers that power retailing, email, video and
messaging.
But on the positive side, cloud computing is
ushering in a new era for data centers, and this time,
technology is giving enterprises an opportunity to
manage more demand, more flexibly than ever before.
Now, enterprises can access a variety of data center
services via multiple modes—including computing,
storage, platform, and application services—over
the cloud, anytime they want. They can even avail
themselves of self-service capabilities on a pay-peruse basis. These cloud services offer huge advantages
over traditional data centers, providing a powerful
supplement for businesses that value flexibility and
hassle-free expansion.

Trends in the Evolution and Development of
Data Centers

There have been three major stages in the evolution
of data centers. In the first stage, distributed data
centers were built based on the IT requirements of
enterprises. As the business scope continues to expand,
enterprises require better data center management
and services. In addition, requirements for data
sharing and business continuity make it hard to satisfy
business needs by simply using the distributed data
center architecture.
These greater requirements force data centers to
become centralized. Centralization is the second
stage in data center evolution; distributed servers
and storage devices are integrated, and so are data
and applications. Such integration simplifies many
complicated processes, including data sharing, management, disaster recovery and backup. It also contributes to more consistent IT services, enhanced
unified security management, and more satisfactory
business continuity.
But as the need to cut IT costs and quickly launch
new services has become more urgent, data centers
evolve to the third stage: migration to the cloud. In
this stage, data centers use cloud and virtualization
technology to improve resource utilization, reduce
energy consumption, respond flexibly to business
needs during peak and idle hours, and provide rapid
self-service and pay-per-use offerings.
One of the frequent criticisms of traditional data
centers was their inability to cope with demands
never envisioned when their concrete was laid and
their wiring installed. In contrast, "future-proof"
data centers are efficient and cloud-enabled. They
leverage innovative architectures and feature elastic
virtualization, centralized integration, flat network
architectures, intelligent management, reliability
and security. Future-proof data centers will share the
following characteristics:
● Virtualization of Elastic Resources
Because the data centers of the future will exploit
both flexible cloud computing and traditional
technologies, more applications will be built into the
virtual machines used in data centers. Servers, storage
systems, and networks will be put into resource pools.
Obtaining resources from—or releasing resources to

the resource pools on demand—will result in higher
resource utilization, faster elastic expansion, and more
user-friendly self-servicing, all of which ensure a
superior user experience.
● Integration of Data Centers
As an alternative to the traditional data center, the
modular data center will become the mainstream
data center construction model, because it allows
distributed investments and is highly scalable. Converged components—such as servers, storage systems, networks, application software, and service
management functions—can be pre-installed as needed in modular data centers. As a result, the time it
takes to deploy a data center and launch a service into
the market is drastically shortened.
● Flat Network Architectures
The layers of traditional network architectures
will be reduced from three to two or even one layer.
The result is shorter network latency and a boost in
application performance. Interconnected networks,
storage networks, and data networks between servers
will be integrated, so less equipment will be needed,
and operations management will be easier.
● Unified Intelligent Management
Data center management platforms will adopt a
unified management interface. On these platforms,
automatic service deployment will be common, and
IT systems will be managed proactively. A wider
range of functions will also be provided, such as
self-service capabilities, trend analysis, intelligent
service analysis, service management based on the IT
Infrastructure Library (ITIL), and expert consulting
based on knowledge libraries.
● Reliability, Security and Compliance
As cloud computing technologies are put into use,
data center security will become a top concern. To
address it, customers will need to be able to separate
data across virtual environments; encrypt data; ensure
the reliability of identity authentication, services, and
data transmissions; and assess and certify security
compliance. Enterprises will probably spend more
than 50 percent of their IT budgets on new projects
that drive innovation and facilitate critical tasks for

Future-proof
data centers
should be
efficient and
cloud-enabled.
They leverage
innovative
architectures
and feature
elastic
virtualization,
centralized
integration,
flat network
architectures,
intelligent
management, as
well as reliability
and security.>>
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business transformations, rather than on
maintenance. Smart enterprises will also
unleash the potential of new technologies
to break away from the constraints of
former data center models, significantly
boosting the efficiency of data centers.

Highlights of Huawei Cloud Data
Centers

By combining the strengths of both
traditional data center and cloud computing
technologies, Huawei cloud data centers
support this vision of future-proofing, not
just with traditional physical equipment,
but with new virtual equipment that relies
upon the cloud computing. In addition,
these cloud data centers provide a range
of elastic services, such as Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). In addition, they can deliver end-toend security solutions, as well as unified
Operation & Maintenance (O&M) management platforms. Huawei also offers

Huawei cloud data
centers are powered by
an end-to-end dynamic
architecture that not
only combines the
strengths of traditional
and new technologies,
but integrates
existing systems.
The cloud data center
architecture is also
flexible, elastic,
environmentally
friendly, secure,
efficient, and
intelligent.>>

modular data centers, which lets customers choose the equipment, features, and services
they want pre-installed in the data centers. The result: quicker, more elastic capacity
expansion and a superb customer experience. Specifically, Huawei's cloud data centers
boast the following advantages compared to traditional data centers:
● High Efficiency
Thanks to virtualization technologies, Huawei cloud data centers can utilize resources
more effectively. Less equipment is needed, which in turn means that less electricity, air
conditioning, and other resources are needed. Construction and operating costs also are
considerably reduced.
● Greener Business Model
As fewer resources are needed to run less equipment, and equipment rooms with low
Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) are built, Huawei' cloud data centers are greener and
save more energy.
● Dynamic Resource Provisioning
Huawei cloud data centers implement resource pools. During peak hours, resources
are automatically added to handle services; during idle hours, resources are automatically
released to the resource pools and can be used for other services. Providing resources
dynamically also helps to continuously meet ever-changing service needs.
● Superior User Experience
Virtual resources in Huawei cloud data centers can be automatically added as needed, to
deploy services in near real time. In addition, many self-service functions let users quickly
access services anytime, anywhere.

Architecture of Huawei Cloud Data Centers

Huawei cloud data centers are powered by an end-to-end dynamic architecture that not
only combines the strengths of traditional and new technologies, but integrates existing
systems already in use, third party systems, and the legacy systems of enterprises. The
cloud data center architecture is also flexible, elastic, environmentally friendly, secure,
efficient, and intelligent. Riding atop the wave of technological transformations and
innovative business models established in the era of cloud computing, Huawei architecture
can deliver functions such as computing and storage resource sharing—essential to higher
resource utilization—as well as superb and highly secure on-demand services. This architecture enables users to use information applications and services as easily as they use
electricity.
The following elements are key to the architecture of Huawei cloud data centers:
equipment room facilities, IT infrastructure and platforms, service applications, IT operations management platforms, business operations management platforms, terminals and
their auxiliary systems, legacy IT systems of enterprises, security management systems,
performance and user experience assurance systems, and third party systems.
Apart from basic computing, network switching, and data storage capabilities, the
end-to-end security and automatic unified management capabilities should also be
given serious consideration when constructing an efficient cloud data center. Security
administrators in enterprise data centers should not merely focus on the security level

Huawei can deliver extensive project
management capabilities and services
across the globe. With a foundation
of rich know-how and a wide range of
offerings, Huawei is poised to provide
the best cloud data center solutions that
contribute to the competitiveness of
customers worldwide and further their
success.>>

of data in a certain status. They need to ensure the
integrity of data throughout its lifecycle, whenever it
is generated, stored, processed, transmitted, and deleted. Inside cloud data centers, administrators should
not only encrypt data, but separate data for security
purposes in a multi-tenant scenario. Environmental
safety, technological security, and most importantly,
management security must be ensured. To accomplish
this, Huawei's complete security system considers
technological, process, and monitoring factors to meet
security needs of enterprises.
Data centers are at the heart of enterprise information
development. Cloud computing adds elasticity to
these data centers, a desirable feature. But it can
also create management problems. For example, in a
traditional management organization structure, it is
difficult to determine who is responsible for virtual
networks inside servers—and for virtual security in
general. Also, new management platforms are needed
to centrally monitor virtual and physical equipment,
deploy services, and manage services. To address
these problems, Huawei provides enterprise customers
with intelligent cloud data centers that unify user
management interfaces across different data center
platforms, automate expansion of elastic services,
simultaneously manage multiple data centers, release
early warnings against potential issues, and forecast
service development trends. Therefore, enterprises
can elevate their IT services by shortening downtime,
ensuring secure and smooth service operations, and
achieve dynamic expansion in almost real time.
In its cloud data centers, Huawei not only adopts
innovative architectures. It also prioritizes service
needs to help enterprise customers quickly launch

new services and leverage IT services
with high security, efficiency, and
reliability to drive business innovation.
Huawei cloud data centers are designed
to improve the competitiveness of
enterprises, as it has improved its own
agility through first-rate IT services.

A Mix of Options for a Wide
Range of Benefits

Huawei cloud data centers allow customers to meet business needs without
affecting normal business operations
by using either cloud computing or traditional technologies as needed, while
improving resource utilization and achieving elastic service expansion.
Thanks to its environmentally friendly modular design, the architecture
of Huawei cloud data centers helps customers reduce PUE and energy
consumption, while expanding data centers quickly to prolong their service
lives. In addition, the next-generation network architecture for data centers
is flat and supports multiple high-speed access modes, which can shorten
network latency, speed up data transmissions, enable easy access, and reduce
response time.
Huawei's cloud data centers capitalize on open interfaces and standard
designs. This produces many benefits, including interconnecting systems,
supporting applications with various interfaces, integrating with equipment
from multiple vendors, meeting the needs of data centers at different levels,
and helping customers pass compliance audits at their data centers. In
addition, customers can choose end-to-end security modules that cater to their
own security needs. Unified intelligent management platforms of different
types, including lightweight and enhanced platforms, deliver such functions
as monitoring equipment and managing services centrally and deploying
services automatically. These platforms also offer rich reporting functions,
operating and O&M management interfaces based on roles, and self-services,
all of which guarantee better user experience.
Huawei's mature products and successful data center solutions can help
customers mitigate implementation and operating risks, ensuring the smooth
and safe launch and operation of new services. Huawei's viable data center
measurement and migration tools can accurately analyze the current status of
an existing data center, raise capacity recommendations for the data center,
optimize its designs, and complete migration efficiently without errors.
Huawei's vision of tomorrow's data centers has driven it to offer a wide
range of options, such as cloud data centers that are environmentally friendly,
efficient, secure, reliable, elastic, and intelligent. Huawei can also deliver
extensive project management capabilities and services across the globe.
With a foundation of rich know-how and a wide range of offerings, Huawei
is poised to provide the best cloud data center solutions that contribute to the
competitiveness of customers worldwide and further their success.▲
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Convergence and Integration
for Simplification

H

| By Su Dongming, Marketing Manager of the Storage Marketing Dept of Huawei's IT Product Line

Su Dongming

Huawei's
OceanStor T
series unified
storage systems
and N800
clustered NAS
solutions help
enterprise
customers store
massive amounts
of data securely
while simplifying
management and
operation.>>

uawei's integrated storage solutions meet increasing enterprise needs for secure data storage
and management. Based on the philosophy of "Simplified IT for Agile Business," these
products tie together technologies, use new advances in virtualization and design for easy
upgradability, and are simple to use and maintain, helping ICT personnel to solve the storage
problems of today and tomorrow.

Four Integrated Convergent
Aspects

These solutions are the product
of the convergence of many cuttingedge trends. They help to pool resources on diverse systems for greater efficiency, merge the power
of application software and storage
controllers to increase performance
and connectivity, integrate business
and IT, and sport new designs for
ease of use and low-maintenance
computing.
● Integrated Management
Simplifies Operation
Huawei's OceanStor T series unified storage systems and N8000
clustered NAS storage systems
integrate multiple interfaces and
protocols to meet the needs for the
unified storage of multiple diverse
business systems. Storage resources
can be allocated dynamically based
on the actual needs of each business
system. Additionally, Huawei's Virtual Intelligent System (VIS), a
virtual storage gateway, centrally
manages resources in heterogeneous storage systems, putting multivendor storage resources into a
unified storage resources pool for
business operations. This resource
pool centrally manages resources

for reduced management and maintenance costs. It also
supports synchronous and asynchronous duplication
essential for disaster recovery.
● Integration of Storage Systems with Security
Protocols, Servers and Networks Simplify Operation
The computing capability of storage controllers is
becoming increasingly powerful. Application software
can even be integrated directly into storage systems
to handle many diverse functions, such as snapshots,
duplication, and backup, effectively replacing software
with similar functions installed in servers. The storage systems and server virtualization platform are
closely related, enabling certain data processing to
be conducted at the storage end, which significantly
enhances processing efficiency, since there is no
need to transfer that data to servers for processing.
Storage encryption addresses customer concerns over
information leakage. Convergent storage systems,
security systems, servers, and networks simplify
the network architecture of customers' storage infrastructure, and reduce investment in equipment
and maintenance costs, while enhancing processing
efficiency and IT system reliability.
● Integration of Business and IT through Cooperation
with ISVs Simplify Operation
The storage system is no longer an isolated storage
data node. It is capable of storing and scheduling
business data, combining business functions, and
integrating with networks and software for more
efficient business operations. While providing end-toend IT application platforms, such as storage systems,
security systems, servers, and network equipment,
Huawei cooperates with many independent software
vendors (ISVs) to fully integrate business with IT
equipment and reducing enterprise operating costs.
● Integration of Services, Support and Products
Simplify Operation
To accelerate business development and protect
key information assets, enterprises need solution
consulting, data lifecycle management, data migration,
disaster recovery, and other professional services. In
the future, customers who need more storage space
no longer have to purchase storage devices; they just
need to purchase storage services [Storage as a Service

Huawei adopts its environmental protection practices in
all processes ranging from its storage product design,
development, procurement, and production to operation
and maintenance, which can help users to improve
resource utilization and reduce their total costs of
ownership.>>

(SaaS)]. Storage will become a "cloud storage"
service as Huawei integrates storage systems and
services to provide customized storage solutions.
This enhances the service capacity of enterprise IT
systems, and creates added value to the enterprise.

Two Benefits to Simplify Operation

In addition to simplification through integration,
Huawei's storage products offer the following design
benefits to simplify operation:
● Huawei's Integrated Storage Management (ISM)
system can locate storage devices and manage faults,
configurations, user authentication, performance,
security, network resources, and disaster recovery.
Boasting a variety of user-friendly designs, such
as secure and convenient Graphic User Interfaces
(GUIs), quick installation, wizard operations, default
configurations, and alarm masking, the ISM helps
customers streamline management and improve
operating efficiency.
● Huawei adopts its environmental protection
practices in all processes ranging from product design, development, procurement, and production to
operation and maintenance. The Green Competency
Design Center at Huawei has been set up specifically
to protect the environment and save energy through
technical innovations such as smart design and virtualization. The impact of this emphasis on designing for easy upgrading is already apparent in the
architecture of Huawei storage products and systems,
which are engineered for smooth system evolution.
This excellent compatibility guarantees the full
utilization of equipment already in use, reducing
waste and recycling costs. Similarly, virtualization
technology makes unified scheduling of user storage resources possible, which improves resource
utilization and reduces the total costs of ownership.▲
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Fueling Business Agility in the Big Data Era

Introducing Huawei's SmartVision Big Data Solution

A

| By Feng Xingzhi, Senior Product Manager of Huawei's IT Product Line

Feng Xingzhi

Huawei has
launched its
SmartVision Big
Data Solution to
meet enterprise
needs for
fine-grained
operations by
renovating the
traditional data
infrastructure.
SmartVision Big
Data Solution
addresses the
inadequacies of
previous data
processing
modes that
make them
inappropriate for
an era of huge,
often streaming
data. Enterprises
can now easily
manage the
complexity
of handling
increasing
amounts of data,
and even mine it
to uncover new
value.>>

s technology advances, our lives and work are increasingly digitized. According to a
study released by the International Data Corporation (IDC), 1.8 zettabytes (or 1.8 trillion
gigabytes) of data was created in 2011 alone, and the world's Big Data is expected to
increase by a factor of 50 during the next decade. The IDC study also predicts that
structured data will grow at a rate of up to 32 percent annually. Even more astounding,
the world's unstructured data — containing everything from Twitter feeds to videos — is
expected to grow even more quickly — up to 63 percent each year — and will account for up to 90 percent of all
data created over the next decade.

potential value. The following are the most frequently
cited reasons:
● The traditional data processing mode is only
suitable for processing structured data.
In addition, the size of the data that can be
processed with old techniques is limited and far
below the size of information flows of today and
tomorrow. Also, the cost for processing large amounts
of data in this mode is comparatively high.
Enterprise customers usually use the Data
Warehouse (DW), Operational Data Store (ODS),
and Data Mart (DM) to perform data post-processing.
The traditional data-processing mode is based on
relational databases and minicomputers, namely, the
DW. The initial investment in a DW is tremendous,
and the maintenance and expansion costs of the DW
are high. In addition, the DW is often tied to a single
vendor, so in the Big Data era, DWs are more likely
to result in a sharp increase in investment costs.
● The traditional data processing mode can
only handle a limited volume of data and can't
guarantee its quality.
The traditional data processing mode imposes
practical limitations on the volume and types of data
that can be used. Agile or spontaneous exploration of
massive heterogeneous data is often difficult, making
it impossible to extract its full value. In addition, it
is difficult to achieve data consistency and accuracy,
handle complex data conversions, or create efficient
methods for data deduplication with modes designed
to merely solve the problems of an earlier era.

Enterprise Customers' Requirements for "Agile
Business" in the Big Data Era

How can enterprises exploit Big Data and seize the initiative
in a competitive market environment? Increasingly, enterprises
are realizing that data is an important, revenue-producing
asset, and the exploration of its potential value can bring huge
economic benefits, boosting income and reducing expenditures.
And of course, when it comes to a company's survival and
continued development, an information war is undoubtedly

better than a price war. Big Data processing
can enable these enterprises to implement
agile business practices that help them
reach new heights and respond quickly
when markets change unexpectedly.
Yet many enterprises are overwhelmed
at the prospect of trying to exploit such
huge stores of data, which has often been
retained for decades and could have huge

● The traditional data processing mode cannot
guarantee timely processing of an enterprise's
hierarchical data.
Enterprises have many different requirements
for timeliness, ranging from several milliseconds
to several days. For example, the traditional dataprocessing mode can only be used for long-term
changes in risk control procedures, because it's
usually too slow to handle real-time operational
decision-making. Also, the traditional Extract,
Transform, and Load (ETL) method and associated
storage procedures do not process massive data
efficiently. To complete operations on a large batch of

data can easily take ten days or more.
● The traditional data processing mode cannot
meet enterprise requirements for mixed
operations.
Since enterprises began to adopt diversification
strategies and social media data began to emerge as
a business driver, there have been huge demands for
correlation analysis on different data sources and
heterogeneous types of data. In the Big Data era,
sources include the output of business systems, video
surveillance, terminal equipment, Internet searches,
social networking services, telecom call records,
entry-exit records, medical treatment records, and
e-commerce data.
Diversification strategies and cross marketing,
such as "you might also like" recommendations, will
become more and more important. Social marketing
using social media and Online-to-Offline (O2O)
will be incorporated into an enterprises' operational
decision-making. Precisely identifying high-value
target customers and reduce data consolidation costs
by combining internal and external data sources
— and discovering hidden correlations — is also
becoming increasingly important.
● Under the traditional data processing mode, the
data of an enterprise is often stored in fragmented,
isolated systems, making it hard for enterprises to
use it for efficient data mining.
For example, there is structured data, such as
transaction data, and unstructured data that often
includes logs, pictures, audio, and video files. Until
recently, no unified data storage and management
system existed that would handle both types of data
well, so data is usually preserved in different data
systems, causing fragmentation. As a result, data
recovery takes a long time, scale-out capabilities
are poor, and it is hard to use historical data to
analyze customer behavior or draw conclusions from
information spanning many years.
The principal dilemma regarding Big Data
processing for enterprises is the complexity of
handling increasing amounts and types of data.
Huawei has launched its SmartVision Big Data
Solution, based on x86 servers, to meet enterprise
needs for fine-grained operations. The solution

Increasingly,
enterprises are
realizing that data
is an important,
revenueproducing
asset, and the
exploration of
its potential
value can bring
huge economic
benefits,
boosting income
and reducing
expenditures.>>
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The principal dilemma
regarding Big Data
processing for enterprises is
the complexity of handling
increasing amounts of data
and increasing types of data
that the traditional modes
of data retention and data
processing find it hard to
deal with.>>

Huawei SmartVision Big Data Solution
features efficient new Internet industry technologies,
which can markedly renovate the traditional enterprise
data infrastructure.

Huawei SmartVision Renovates the Traditional
Data Infrastructure

● Real-Time and Efficient Stream Processing
Capability
The Huawei SmartVision Solution adopts a stream
processing mechanism to address the needs for realtime processing of massive data. It supports data flow
analysis and calculation, as well as multiple stream
processing modes and window operations. According
to the pre-defined rules, a subsequent event is triggered
when there is a matching event or matching data, so the
solution is designed for real-time processing. The stream
processing engine — a key component — achieves
excellent performance and high reliability. It provides
mechanisms for window processing, correlational analysis, and statistics for discrete events, and can deliver
output periodically or trigger subsequent events.
The system can also handle real-time analysis of
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and KPI analysis
reports. In addition, it performs real-time analysis of
fine granularity. For example, to support fine-grained
operations for enterprises, KPI analysis can be provided

at the service or user level, depending on the highperformance analytical features of the stream processing
engine.
In the Huawei SmartVision Solution, real-time stream
processing is enhanced with Complex Event Processing
(CEP) technology. This processing technique has
important applications to industries such as telecom,
finance, logistics, electric power, transportation, and
meteorology. It also supports dynamic detection and
warning of emergencies, abnormal events, and important
events, as well as large-scale real-time monitoring, fault
location and diagnosis, plus warning and trend analysis
for major disasters.
● Unified Massive Data Storage and Analysis
Platform at the Enterprise Level
Based on the traditional enterprise data warehouse,
the Huawei SmartVision Solution provides a unified
massive data storage and analysis platform for both
structured and unstructured data. It handles hundreds
of terabytes and even petabytes of data, which greatly
supports decision-making.
The open source community edition cannot be
used commercially because of problems such as poor
stability, no guarantee of reliability, and poor Operation
and Maintenance (O&M) capabilities for large-scale

● Parallel Computing Power Provided in Elastic
Services
The SmartVision Solution enables the massive
data processing platform to use x86 physical servers
and provides an elastic service solution based on
virtual machines, for customers whose services
are subject to change. This solution achieves ondemand resource allocation, dynamic scheduling,
and resource sharing, and leads the industry in
performance and scalability. It is suitable for
periodical batch computing (used in the biomedical
industry), for peak and off-peak operations (such
as time division multiplexing in the daytime and
using the desktop cloud at night), and other similar
scenarios.
● Complementary Advantages of Software and
Hardware
Because data transmission and calculations are so
intensive when the data of a distributed architecture
is processed, the performance of the CPU, disk,
and network can easily become bottlenecks. To
keep data moving smoothly, Huawei has complete
product lines for all types of hardware, such as
storage, computing, and network management.
Also, because the SmartVision Solution replaces
minicomputers with x86 servers, investments
in hardware are lower, and linear scalability is
improved. The SmartVision Solution also provides
a series of exclusive offerings — such as intelligent
network adapters and cards for implementing
software functionality such as SSD and compression in hardware components — helping to
save server storage space and increase speed. This
ensures the high-speed and stable operation of the
entire platform.
● Localized and Responsive Professional Team
and Services
Huawei has more than 20 years of operations

and maintenance experience in the telecom industry, rich experience in the Big Data field
and a professional team with quick-response
capabilities. In addition, Huawei is the global
leader in contributing to the open source
communities and among a handful of vendors
that are able to provide Big Data products for
enterprises.

Typical Application Scenarios for the
Huawei SmartVision Solution

Huawei is the global
leader among a
handful of vendors
that provide Big
Data products
for enterprises.
Huawei's
SmartVision Big
Data Solution meets
enterprise needs
for fine-grained
operations. The
solution features
efficient new
Internet industry
technologies,
which can
markedly renovate
the traditional
enterprise data
infrastructure. >>

The Huawei SmartVision Solution meets the
requirements for Big Data management in various
industries and fields, such as banking, insurance,
securities, electrical power, telecom, logistics,
transportation, environmental engineering,
and the government sector. The following features make it an excellent solution for Big Data
management:
● Data collection and monitoring: Simultaneously handles in-depth real-time data analysis and off-line data analysis. For example,
it can provide a signal-monitoring platform for
customers in the telecom industry, a transactionmonitoring platform for customers in finance, and
an emergency-command platform for government
departments. In addition, the solution supports
public opinion analysis for crisis management
and traffic accident monitoring.
● Cross marketing and product recommendations: Performs a correlation analysis of data
from multiple sources, such as customer data
from different businesses.
● Historical data management: Supports
unified storage and management of an enterprise's
structured data. This solution can replace tape
drives and disk libraries to help meet enterprise
needs for agile business practices.
● Risk assessment: Useful for detecting money
laundering and fraud.
● Operational decision-making: Can be used
in the retail and logistics industries. This solution
helps enterprises speed up the turnover cycle and
optimize the positioning of goods on shelves in
supermarkets. Also, in the intelligent building
field, it helps enterprises to develop temperature
and lighting control measures.▲
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A Wealth of Knowledge at Your Fingertips
Huawei Storage Solution Used to Construct
Digital Library at Shanghai Ocean University

Understanding the
world's oceanic
ecosystem —
and perhaps even
helping to save
them — is an ICTintensive endeavor.
Shanghai Ocean
University recently
constructed a
storage architecture,
supported by
Huawei's OceanStor
N8000, that is
poised to quickly
address the
University's future
challenges. This
clustered NetworkAttached Storage
(NAS) system is
supplemented with
data protection
software and
constitutes a
complete data
storage and
protection solution.
The university also
expects to realize
savings of more than
US $700,000 just by
using the system’s
Dynamic Storage
Tiering feature
alone.>>

S

hanghai Ocean University (SOU) was founded in 1912 as a technology center and a leading university
in China for aquaculture studies. Today, SOU accommodates more than 20,000 students, teachers, and
support staff, while offering 33 different bachelor's and master's degrees, ranging from biotechnology
to marine ecology.

To facilitate mobile learning, SOU launched a
vast online digital library full of videos and e-books.
Unlike a traditional library, which uses index cards,
physical book retrieval, and manual recording,
a digital library digitizes paper books, journals,
magazines, and references and stores the data in
a database that can support online services, such
as querying and borrowing digital materials. In
general, a digital library stores three types of data:
unstructured data (such as e-books, papers, videos,
and audios), semi-structured data (such as website
data), and structured data (such as databases). As a
result, a digital library requires a storage system that
is high capacity, scalable, and efficient.
When SOU decided to move to a new site, an IT
team from the university proposed constructing a
brand-new data storage system, instead of just adding
to the existing infrastructure. The team turned to
Huawei for help, hoping that the company could
build a basic architecture that would be user-friendly,
reliable, and scalable enough to meet the needs of the
rapidly growing academic community.

Meeting Mounting Data Needs

The SOU IT team understood that in addition
to meeting the needs of the digital library, the library's existing storage system would soon need to
accommodate a new high-performance computing
environment. As Ke Lixin, director of network systems for SOU put it, "It is inevitable that we will
need more space for a new supercomputing center
soon."
To ensure future storage scalability and security,
the IT team chose the OceanStor N8000 as its

platform, and supplemented the system with data
protection software to create a complete data storage
and protection solution.
With the OceanStor N8000, the team can expand the storage capacity up to a maximum of eight
petabytes and consolidate backup and recovery
management.
"The OceanStor N8000 offers us the required
scalability and flexibility. When we build our new
high-performance computing center, we can expand
capacity without having to buy extra storage systems
or servers", Ke adds.

Saving US $700,000 with Tiered Storage

With the automated features of the incorporated
Dynamic Storage Tiering (DST) function in the
OceanStor N8000, the IT team created an automatic
tiered storage plan, which stores the most frequently
accessed data on premium, tier-one storage devices
and less frequently used, obsolete data on more affordable devices. Since only ten percent of the data in
the digital library is frequently accessed, the rest of
it can be migrated to less expensive storage devices
using DST technology.
With tier-one Fiber Channel (FC) storage costing
around US $10,000 per terabyte — five times that of
tier-two and tier-three Serial Advanced Technology
Attachment (SATA) storage — the team expects to
save more than US $700,000 by using the DST technology to manage its 100-terabyte digital library.
The team was also able to define its own policies
to move files between tiers based on criteria, such
as when the file was created, how frequently it is
accessed, file size, file name, or file owner. Since the

data is moved dynamically to different tiers based
on the policies, the team can reclaim tier-one storage
space without expending extra IT resources.

Leaving Room to Grow

The OceanStor N8000 supports this thriving academic environment 24/7 with its high usability and
the performance needed for the library's collection of
100 terabytes of unstructured data, such as e-books,
images, audios, and video.
The OceanStor N8000 is expandable, up to a maximum of 16 engines with a multi-node active cluster
design, and its fully redundant modular design helps
prevent single points of failure as well. Because
all engine nodes in a cluster work together and can
access a single file at the same time, the response
for users accessing the same file is greatly reduced.
This technique enhances the system's performance
— without degrading usability and flexibility. Such
flexibility offers the IT team a comprehensive failover solution to minimize planned and unplanned downtime across its systems. The OceanStor
N8000 also enables the team to expand, shrink, or
reconfigure the system without downtime.

Simplifying Management through Unified
Storage

The amount of data stored in SOU's digital library
will continue to grow. Not only is higher storage
performance and capacity a necessity, so is better
resource utilization and cost management. The value
in unified storage lies in its ability to meet different
needs for storage devices, support various protocols
and applications, and share and manage one set of
hardware to reduce procurement and maintenance
costs.
The OceanStor N8000 can simultaneously support
multiple protocols, such as the Network File System

(NFS), Common Internet File System (CIFS), Fiber
Channel (FC), and the Internet Small Computer
Systems Interface (iSCSI). This means that one set
of hardware can support both file-level and blocklevel applications, which is a compelling advantage
for many customers. The OceanStor N8000 also
provides a user-friendly central management tool
— the N8000 Integrated Storage Manager (ISM) —
which offers an easy-to-use graphical user interface
to configure, control, and monitor the system itself.
System management is simplified, and the amount of
manpower needed for installation and maintenance is
reduced.

Saving IT Hours Every Day

The OceanStor N8000 and NetBackup software
are also cost-efficient. Because the incorporated NetBackup software can directly run on the OceanStor
N8000, data can be protected in a unified manner
under one solution without affecting application
server performance. Unlike traditional NAS systems,
which need to copy data through IT networks, the
OceanStor N8000 can back up data through highperformance storage area networks, which not only
shortens backup time but also enables high-speed
data recovery.
The OceanStor N8000 has an automatic snapshot
backup function that is captured regularly by the
NetBackup software, which means that the IT team
can back up data more frequently and reliably in
fewer hours.
"With the backup solution, we finally have a
centralized and automatic system, saving IT hours in
every department every day," says director Ke.
The IT team also expects to incorporate data deduplication and fine-tune its DST rules. Ke concludes, "Now we have a storage architecture that will help
us quickly respond to future challenges."▲

"The OceanStor
N8000 offers
us the required
scalability
and flexibility.
When we build
our new highperformance
computing
center, we can
expand capacity
without having
to buy extra
storage systems
or servers," said
Ke Lixin, director
of network
systems for
SOU.>>
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The Huawei Cloud Computing Platform:
A Self-made Parachute

After more than
a year of hard
work, Huawei's
self-developed
cloud computing
platform
finally fulfills
the stringent
requirements of
its IT department
and the company
becomes,
effectively,
its own chief
IT cloud
infrastructure
supplier.
Rigorously
tested by its own
IT team — which
must support
one of the largest
multinational
companies in the
world — using
the platform
internally has
laid a solid
foundation for
deploying the
cloud computing
platform in
many more
industries.>>

M

ore than a year ago, Huawei's R&D
team was anxious to release the initial
cloud computing platform prototype for
a market trial. However, the executives
responsible for reviewing the cloud
computing prototype insisted that the
platform not be launched into the market before it was well proven
inside the company.
Forcing the company to use its own cloud computing platform
in-house was like making a skydiver wear a self-made parachute.
Observers wondered whether Huawei would be able to triumph in
its flight through the Cloud and land safely using its own design.

Working in the Cloud

Huawei's IT department has been developing technology for
cloud computing data centers for many years. The primary aim has
been to deal with the potential impact of Big Data and the complex
applications required by the company's further expansion.
To ensure the safe evolution of IT systems, Huawei chose its
Shanghai Research Center — still under construction at the time
— for its pilot program. By mid-2011, 10,000 R&D employees at
Huawei's Shanghai Research Center had successfully migrated to
a desktop cloud for their daily operations. The success story in the
Shanghai Research Center greatly encouraged the IT department,
which was eager to expand the application of the cloud computing
platform and duplicate the "Shanghai Research Center Model."
By the end of 2011, all Huawei research centers had successfully
transitioned 45,000 R&D employees to the desktop cloud. Whether
you are in an office in the US, the United Arab Emirates, Brazil,
the Netherlands, South Africa, Singapore, or other countries, you
can always find a thin client and start to work immediately.

IT Management Evolution

The migration to the cloud computing platform has been so
smooth that many end users might not even have noticed the
change, but for IT administrators, the changes are evident.
First, procurement and operational costs of hardware (servers)
have been significantly reduced. The cloud computing platform
has reduced the demand for hardware by 55 percent and the
consumption of electricity by 85 percent, while providing the same
computing and storage capacity.
Second, a new model has emerged. For terminal deployment,

the ratio of users to system maintenance engineers has improved from 100
to 1 to 1000 to 1, a ten-fold increase in
efficiency. Also, if a fault occurs in a
computer, engineers need only replace
the display and the thin client. Before
the cloud computing platform was
deployed, it took a new employee about
a day to apply for a computer and an
account, costing Huawei a total of about
CNY4.73 million per year for all of its
new hires. Now, each new employee can
get an account in ten minutes.
Finally, cloud computing technologies
make possible the dynamic load balancing of IT application resources. A
data center can be allocated for office
and R&D work in the daytime and used
for automated testing at night, or bear
the load of research centers in China
and India during the day and handle the
load of the US Research Center during
Asia's night hours.
After more than a year of hard
work, Huawei is now its own biggest
IT supplier. The self-made parachute
worked, holding Huawei aloft until its
perfect touchdown landing.
What's more, the cloud computing
platform now serves a great number
of external customers as well; about
130,000 users in 30 countries are
using Huawei's desktop cloud in
government, health care, education,
telecommunications, and finance.
Looking ahead, Huawei is ready to
cooperate with partners and customers
in the cloud computing area to jointly
expand the cloud computing industry.▲

Building First-Class Schools in Remote Rural Areas
Huawei Education Cloud Helps Fill the UrbanRural Educational Divide in Guangzhou

M

ore than 1.56 million students attend the 1,600 state-owned primary and secondary schools in the ten districts and two counties administered by the city of
Guangzhou. Some of the city's schools in Yuexiu and Liwan districts — such as
Zhixin High School, Guangya High School, and Pui Ching Middle School — have
even achieved national reputations for excellence. Still others are located in the
rural areas of Conghua and Zengcheng, posing a tough challenge to Guangzhou's
educational authorities to make sure all these schools have equal access to high-quality educational
resources.

Narrowing the Urban-Rural Digital
Divide

The unequal nature of the rural and city
experiences was not lost on the school
district's administrators. So in April 2011,
the Bureau of Education of Guangzhou
Municipality launched a reform project.
The overall goal: Narrow the urban-rural
digital divide in education in three years
or less. To achieve this objective, the
Bureau set four specific goals, all aiming
to create an IT-based education system that
makes educational resources and services
available to all the schools and students in
Guangzhou:
● By 2012 the ratio of Personal Computers (PCs) to students will be increased
to one-to-six.
● The ratio of PCs to teachers will be
four to five, ensuring that all teachers have
access when they need it.
● Multimedia education platforms will
be available to 90 percent of all classes in
urban schools.
● Eighty percent of all classes in rural
schools will have multimedia access.

PC Expansion Alone Inadequate

It rapidly became clear that any solution
based solely on providing more PCs was
unworkable. There were already 200,000
PCs (including those for teachers) in
primary and secondary schools, and
each year, more than 60,000 PCs were

depreciated and scrapped. To ensure that all schools had
enough PCs, more than 100,000 additional PCs would have
been required, at an extremely high cost.
Also even with quality IT-based educational resources
centralized in downtown schools, it is not possible to share
these resources with every school in the city using email or
universal serial bus (USB) disks. This meant that the goal
of "bridging the urban-rural education divide" was probably
not achievable using a strategy based solely on PCs.
The Bureau needed a much more cost-effective solution
than PCs alone could offer. So the Bureau decided to build
a digital education service platform — Guangzhou Digital
Education Town — and base it mostly on thin clients. It
would house 80 terabytes (TB) of information resources and
cover education departments and institutions at municipal
and county levels.
Today, the education cloud platform provided by Huawei
links all schools in the city. Students in Conghua and
Zengcheng get the same digital access as first-class schools
such as the Affiliated High School of SCNU and Zhixin High
School, helping to close longstanding educational gaps.
Moreover, replacing traditional PCs with Thin Clients
(TCs) has sharply reduced terminal costs, helping to solve
the longstanding financial problem of making computers
widely available in rural areas.
The cloud-based educational system has already had
an immediate effect on education in the Guangzhou area.
Statistics from the first schools enjoying cloud benefits
show that utilization of educational hardware resources has
increased from less than 8 percent to about 70 percent.
Officials believe that with even more schools in the rural
areas turning to the cloud, IT-based education systems in
all areas will be further enhanced, and regional education in
Guangzhou will be more balanced.▲

With more than 1.5
million students
and 1,600 schools
spread out across
a wide geographic
area, it was a
challenge to give
rural students
the same highquality experience
that Guangzhou's
city-dwelling kids
get. But Huawei's
education cloud
solution enabled
all of the schools
in Guangzhou to
share educational
resources,
significantly
reducing the costs
of making terminals
widely available
and increasing
the utilization
of educational
hardware
resources. This
solution provided
a brand new
platform to promote
the balanced
development
of education in
both urban and
rural areas in
Guangzhou.>>
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Huawei Quotes
Huawei, six months after creating its enterprise
networking division here in the U.S., is ready to make a
big splash at Interop this year. The Chinese networking
gear maker is the one thing Cisco's CEO John Chambers
has said he's worried about, even as the networking world
embraces software defined networks, new protocols such
as Open Flow and even white box switch makers. So what
does Huawei have that Chambers fears?
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"There's plenty of market out
there for someone like Huawei.
They have a very solid lineup of
goods. This is a very significant
company with a huge amount
of R&D and tons of customers
globally that they do business
with. A lot of people on the
solution provider side will like
the product story, completeness
and innovation they can bring."
Peter Larocque, Synnex
president for U.S. distribution,
as told to CRN , May 7, 2012
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Contributions and Feedback
To be an informative and inspiring magazine, ICT Insights needs your continual
contributions and feedback. Please feel free to submit contributions for publication
and give your suggestions and comments. The editors greatly value your input.
Contact us by email: ICT@huawei.com
Call us: +86 (755) 28780808

We look forward to hearing from you.
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To unleash the potential value of
Big Data, find ways to share and
collaborate with others, including
the users who generate the data.
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Dr. Cesar A. Hidalgo,
assistant professor at the
MIT Media Lab.
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